
Magnetic car holder for smartphones with clip fastening
SKU: TESUPCLIPCARB

Keep your mobile phone under control at all times, even in the car, with this swivelling
magnetic holder

EASILY FIXES TO THE VENTILATION GRILLE
This car holder is the perfect solution if you need your smartphone to be easily accessible  to check GPS directions or answer
calls.
Fixing it is easy: just insert a flap of the air vent inside the special slot on the clip. Thanks to  its rubber coating, the nozzle will
remain clean and scratch-free.
The practical security lock also allows the holder to be locked, ensuring a perfect fit.

MAGNETICALLY ATTACH YOUR PHONE WITH THE PRACTICAL PLATES
The item comes with 2 metal plates designed to stabilise the smartphone on the holder.
The round magnet comes with adhesive: attach it directly to the smartphone. The rectangular magnet, on the other hand,
can be placed inside the cover.
In this way, simply hold the mobile phone  against the surface of the holder to attach it: position and detach the mobile phone
quickly, even with one hand.
360-DEGREE ADJUSTABLE: ANGLE YOUR SMARTPHONE TO SUIT YOU

The holder can be angled and inclined to suit you. In this way, you can choose whether to display the phone vertically or
horizontally.
This function is particularly useful when a full-screen view is required, for example when using GPS navigation. 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES:



universal for smartphones
attaches to the car's air vent
the phone attaches itself to the holder magnetically
2 types of magnetic metal plates
360° rotatable
with safety lock

WHAT'S INCLUDED:

1 car holder
2 metallic magnetic plates



Magnetic car holder for smartphones with clip fastening
SKU: TESUPCLIPCARB

Technical data
Coupling: Two adjustable clips  
Rotation: 360 degrees  
Coupling mode: Clip for air vent  
Suited for: Universal for Smartphone  
Color: black  
EAN: 8018417408229  
SKU: TESUPCLIPCARB  
Weight: 70 g  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 30 mm  
Width Pack: 90 mm  
Depth Inner: 130 mm  
Height Pack: 210 mm  
Weight Pack: 105 g  
Width Inner: 90 mm  
Amount Inner: 4  
Depth Master: 310 mm  
Height Inner: 210 mm  
Weight Inner: 470 g  
Width Master: 260 mm  
Amount Master: 24  
Height Master: 240 mm  
Weight Master: 3130 g  
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